INTRODUCTION
could not be understood, for it has in it much less of the popular, in the
restrictive sense of folklore, than people often imagine.
What I wish to indicate by this, rather, is that his theatre - and this is
his strength - springs from the same mountains as his lyric poetry, and
that both are vessel of that anonymous and collective voice which is his
country's - one which is in its essence a permanent voice even though it
may change in tone with the times. For he, modern in rhythm with his
contemporaries and attuned to the period's manner, to which he is in
great part indebted, owns a traditional volume which is alive and, for its
better part, not studied, which singles him out and distinguishes him
from the others. But at bottom his manner of grasping his country's
artistic and permanent substance did not greatly differ from the way in
which he assimilated and lived the currents and artistic problems of his
time. These currents were more temporal, also of more extensive scope.
He was not the homme de lettres; even though his contacts with outside
literatures might at first surprise one by their vastness, he was host to
these by a sort of contamination, an inevitable absorption of poetic seed,
more than through systematic study or deliberate purpose. I could tell,
having in some cases been the conveying vessel, what scant, circum-
stantial knowledge he had of various foreign poets who are the bases of
contemporary poetic movements.
His accent is modem because he was a modern man. That period of
his verse called surrealist, poetry of subconscious or semiconscious asso-
ciations, has been considered by some as an excursion to the very mar-
gins of his real path and by others as a tribute to a compelling necessity.
Both statements are unfounded. Aside from the fact that I do not believe
Federico was a surrealist stride sensu, his Poet in New York, the book that
best represents this period of his development, is nothing but the
crystallizing of a phase already contained, as with the rest of his books,
in his previous poetry and drama. The rightness of this type of poetry to
the spiritual moment in which it was produced frees it from any nature
of concession and marks it with that seal of authenticity that charac-
terizes the work of a poet who makes his life poetic substance. Already,
in Poet in New York itself, may be seen an opening toward a port of
greater rest. The last poems announce the Divan of the Tamarit, a book
whose poems were woven with the most subtle threads of his lyric gift,
among the shadows and murmurings of the water in our Granada
garden,
The Audience, the play that corresponds in his theatre to Poet in New
York in his poems, was already announced in If Five Yews Pass. This in
its turn is the crystallization of a tendency always implicit in his theatre
- tfiat of handling dramatic values, whenever possible, with the freedom

